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NaturalAL
CLASSY
HIGH-QUALITY
At MANUFAKTURPLUS we love perfected design, swear by
professional craftsmanship and feel obliged to adopt a responsible
attitude towards Naturale.
Therefore, we devote special attention to ecological material
selection, support German craftsmanship and strive for perfection
down to the last detail.
On this basis, we manufacture our high-quality products that
connect timeless design with convincing durability and real
sustainability.

“The joy about a durable product lasts longer than the one about a favorable price.“
Mirko Endter - Manufakturplus GmbH
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80 YEARS HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Why does a piece of furniture become a design classic?

A real design classic unites esthetics and function. The form is simple, but stands out at the same
time. The classic does not follow any trend, but convinces with a unique design and functionality.

Our Hardoy Butterfly Chair in historical ambience in the shoe factory Wüstner.

Exactly these characteristics apply to the legendary Butterfly Chair whose organic form reminds

Pictures by courtesy of Rainer Placke, JazzprezzoVerlag as well as Helmut Müller. Blue Note office / July 1957 Blue Note

of delicate butterflies flapping their wings. The chair was designed by the three architects Antonio
Bonet, Juan Kurchan and Jorge Ferrari Hardoy in 1938. In 1947 Florence and Hans Knoll acquired
the rights for mass-producing this elegant chair. In no time, the Hardoy Chair became a style
icon. But the success caused a number of copyists. This way replicas of poor quality entered the
market. More and more. Hans Knoll tried to secure the exclusive rights at court – and he lost.
It was because the Butterfly Chair had a predecessor: the foldable Tripolina Chair. In 1881 the
Englishman Joseph B. Fendby designed the chair and had it patented. As an Italian camping chair
and mobile military furniture for the British, the Tripolina itself had become a classic long ago.
Bonet, Kurchan and Hardoy had failed to trademark their further development of Tripolina. After
only three years Knoll ceased production. In the years that followed, the Butterfly Chair faced hard
times. Cheap material and altered dimensions dramatically tampered with its original charm – the
elegant classic was commoditized.
Therefore, 10 years ago we made it our business at Manufakturplus to produce
this special piece of design history with the highest quality standards in order
to respectfully appreciate its original from 1938. Discover the diversity of this
masterpiece!

www.manufakturplus.de

“The joy about a durable product lasts longer
than the one about a favorable price.“
Mirko Endter, Manufakturplus GmbH

Design classic of the international furniture elite: Also known as the B.K.F. Chair, the Hardoy has its constant place in the Museum of Modern Art in New York.
Picture by courtesy of Mooris.ch
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THE NICEST FORM OF INVESTMENT

Gerhard Wolf, CEO Cairo AG, about design classics
A product that you can enjoy your whole life – every design classic is based on an excellent idea. This excellence inspires
and fascinates us with its mostly simple, but perfected form and functionality. But not only visual stimuli are relevant in
regards of the decision for such a masterpiece.
Real design icons have survived the trends of many decades and present themselves in a timelessly fresh and modern way up until now. So it
is not surprising that they are still very popular and sucessfully sold. Therefore, furniture classics are not only of emotionally aesthetic value.
The usage of high-quality materials and professional processing ensure that these treasures will still be popular in the future – even more so:
that their real value will increase. This way furniture turns into lucrative investments for you as owners. A product that you can enjoy your
whole life and pass on to the next generation. The earlier you buy it, the more you profit from it yourself. And honestly: Which investment is
also nice to look at?

Gerhard Wolf

Cairo AG belongs to the biggest catalog and online retailers in Germany. For over
20 years “Cairo“ is a solid institution as a guarantor of quality and trend-setter.
The design expert Gerhard Wolf belongs to the founders of Cairo AG and is one of
the pioneers of the online furniture retail market.

Gerhard Wolf, CEO Cairo AG / Photo: nic-hay.com
www.manufakturplus.de

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with a cover made of saddle
leather (Naturalal) in the IPI Kulmakuppila (Café in Helsinki)
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DESIGN FOR EVERYDAY LIFE

What makes our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR unique?
As admirers of perfected furniture, we regretted the classic‘s loss of

High-quality, Naturalal, sustainable

prestige. Therefore, in 2007 we decided to rebuild the Butterfly Chair in
a way that matches the original from 1938. In regards of implementing

We combine our high demands in terms of high-quality production with a

this project, our name MANUFAKTURPLUS stands for our policy right from

strong commitment to the Naturale. When it comes to the covers of our

the beginning: Our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR is solidly hand-crafted –

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR, we set high value on adequate and sustainable

just like its model. Together with the expertise of German craftsmen, we

animal housing, accurate material usage and ecological manufacturing. We

develop proper manufacturing techniques to show off the selected materials

are proud that our quality tests of the chair regularly confirm this passionate

optimally and most of all in the long term. Also the frames receive accurate

effort for a successful combination of craftsmanship, design and Naturale.

treatment: The steel rods, which are looped and welded, give the chair its
solid stability.

Thus, we put a lot of time into selecting and processing our materials. It is
only a HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR made by MANUFAKTURPLUS when we

Uncomplicated, comfortable and versatile

have found the best possible combination of classic design, Naturalal quality
and professional handcraft. A piece of furniture that carries and pleases

Our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with its special esthetics is not only

generations. As originally intended.

nice to look at. As originally intended, we focus on the practical usage of
this piece of furniture: A chair that provides versatile seating comfort,
is stackable and can be easily transported. Its cover can be easily
exchanged which makes the chair very versatile.

www.manufakturplus.de

PURE
AL
NATURN
GO GREE
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You can find more details about
this product on page 24

®

Pure Naturalal

Unique in the world

Our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with organic buffalo leather
Large pasture areas, balanced diet and appropriate handling of the animals characterize the living conditions of buffalos that are owned by breeders who we
choose to work with. A few years ago, also farmers in Germany discovered the buffalos‘ special characteristics and since then, profit from the very nutritious
milk and premium meat. By collaborating closely with ecological buffalo farms, which produce in accordance with organic standards, we at MANUFAKTURPLUS now complete the value chain and manufacture our own leather for the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR.
The animal stands for the quality of the leather:
strong and soft

Precious rarity of Naturale

Water buffalos are characterized by their gentle and peaceful temper. This

The principle of adequate animal housing excludes mass production of this

is also confirmed by Henri Henrion, the owner of the buffalo farm “Bobalis“

leather. Therefore, each of our covers made of real, organic buffalo leather is

we work with: “The intelligence and strength of character, but also the

not only unique, but also a rare gift from Naturale. We appreciate it through

special sensitivity of these impressive animals fascinated us right from the

accurate material usage, German handcraft and purely vegetable tanning

beginning – and require gentle, very patient handling.“

with Naturalal colors. That is why it is possible that on occasion we might
not be able to meet all customer’s orders immediately. But: Patience will

Their very thick skin protects them from different weather conditions and

pay off for sure.

allows keeping them outside throughout the year. These influences are
responsible for the distinctive look and feel of the surface of the organic

The HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with organic buffalo leather is unique in the

buffalo leather: Distinct, visible pores and the rough grain give it its traditional

world and can only be purchased at MANUFAKTURPLUS.

look. At the same time, the durable material provides pleasantly soft seating
comfort. Another characteristic: We use the leather’s full substance with a
thickness of 3.5 to 4.5 millimeters.

17

Organic buffalo in the pasture of the Bobalis farm in Jüterbog.
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REACH certificate

Pure Naturalal

for your safety

Our commitment to the beauty of Naturale

REACH stands for “Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction

How much Naturale should it be? For us the answer is evident: As much as possible. In order to show

of Chemicals“. It is the European Chemicals Directive for the protection of

the unique beauty of our materials, we use almost everything that Naturale provides. Due to our material

human health and the environment against hazardous substances. In 2007

selection we gain leather which is not processed with artificial additives. Also visible neck wrinkles or

it entered force for all member states of the European Union. The REACH

Naturalal, dark spots as well as scars on the skin are no criterion for exclusion – they are individual marks

Regulation stands for a very transparent supply chain and better consumer

that life left on those animals. This way the leather is part of the individual history of this piece of furniture.

information. The key objective of this regulation is to avoid the usage of

For example, our cover made of saddle leather is only treated with hot wax. This way we are able to maintain

hazardous substances. Of course, all leathers used for our collection carry

the seating comfort and good moisture absorption by the material. Influenced by light and moisture, the

this certificate.

Naturalal product will slightly change its color over time. We welcome this completely Naturalal process –
and think it is beautiful.

19

www.manufakturplus.de

Organic buffalo leather cognac with a black frame
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WITH EXPERIENCE AND PRECISION
FOR HIGH DURABILITY
The HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR
MANUFAKTURPLUS stands for sustainable and extremely reliable quality.
To meet these expectations we prefer traditional, manual production. This
means, for example, that our leather is directly sewed together without
any reduction of the material. This way its full substance is preserved and
the desired durability is guaranteed. Since we strive for perfection, we put
unfilled piping between the seams of our leather covers. This increases the
seating comfort even more. For special durability the leathers are finished
by hand at four spots. Our frame is welded: It consists of round steel with
a thickness of 12 millimeters and guarantees high stability. Small, barely
visible plastic gliders protect your floor.
Made in Germany – Quality by German handcraft
From animal-rearing to the finished design classic, the HARDOY
BUTTERFLY CHAIR is made at MANUFAKTURPLUS in Germany. Our
traditional production method supports small and local craft businesses.
There is already a close exchange with our partners in workshops regarding
the development and extension of our collection. From the breeder to the
tanner and locksmith, all throughout the process our products profit from
their extensive knowledge and practical experience. We gladly pass this
high virtue on to our international clients in form of high-quality furniture.

www.manufakturplus.de
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A CHAIR, MADE FOR GENERATIONS

The HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR by MANUFAKTURPLUS
Durability of our products is a core value for us. A HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR made by our company is characterized by the selection
of high-quality material and well-thought-out and accurate processing. Our clients know and value that we do not disappoint them in
the long term when it comes to questions concerning quality. We can always be contacted regarding questions about how to use and
maintain your individual piece of furniture by MANUFAKTURPLUS.
Design classics deserve timeless quality
With its simple, but eye-catching forms, the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR already fascinates several generations of design lovers.
For about 80 years now it asserts its status as a classic without following any trends. As orignially intended, it is not only made to be
appealing to the eye. It is also made to be used. Designed as an everyday item, not only the visual appearance but also its durability,
special material properties and high seating comfort are of importance. Only when these demands are met, it becomes a real HARDOY
BUTTERFLY CHAIR made by MANUFAKTURPLUS – made for generations.
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LEATHER KNOWLEDGE
Here you can find useful information about the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with leather cover.

Tanning

Tanning is a preservation process of animal skin. The leather becomes smooth through chrome tanning. Vegetable tanning makes the leather smooth and stiff.

Retanning

Retanning determines the character of the leather. Softness, fullness, texture, light fastness and finish are determined by this process.
Our leathers are only vegetable retanned.

Feel of the surface

The feel of the leather depends on tanning, processing and the finish. This can range from sleek, stiff and firm to soft and smooth.

Finish / color application

A pigment-based coating is applied to the leather which is pre-dyed with aniline color. This coating protects the material and covers natural characteristics.
But at the same time, it affects the leather’s breathability.

Breathable

The pores of the leather prevent accumulation of air while being used and provide seating comfort through its natural breathability. The more the pores are
covered by color, the more this function diminishes.

UV protection

Sunlight has a high UV portion which alters the leather in case of longer exposure. Due to exposure to light – especially direct sunlight – some colors turn lighter and some darker. This is a
natural process, but it can be reduced through UV protection during the dyeing and finishing process.

Protection against moisture

When leather is finished, the applied amount of color provides different sealing of the pores. This way the leather is protected against moisture.
The more open the pores are, the more the leather is able to absorb and dispense moisture when being used.

Compostability

Our saddle leather and organic buffalo leather are compostable.

Surface

Depending on the processing, leather can be sleek and firm or soft with rough grain.

Back

The back of the cover can be sleek or rough, depending on the processing. In case of soft leather, the surface remains slightly rough. The back is sleek when the leather is firmer.

Processing of natural
characteristics

Our animals are raised in their natural environment – barbed wire scratches, scars, mosquito bites and uneven skin texture show the naturalness of our leather and remain
more or less visible, depending on the processing.

Finishing of edges

The edges of the cover are framed with leather. This way the cover receives a clean finish. In case the edges are not finished, the cross section of the leather remains clearly visible.
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AT A GLANCE: OUR LEATHER COVERS FOR THE HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR
With this summary of our leathers and their characteristics you will find the fitting cover for your HARDOY BUTTERFY CHAIR.

ORGANIC BUFFALO LEATHER

SADDLE LEATHER

VINTAGE LEATHER

NaturalE LEATHER

SLEEK LEATHER

NECK LEATER

Tanning

Vegetable

Vegetable

Vegetable

Vegetable

Vegetable

Chrome tanning

Retanning

Vegetable

Vegetable

Vegetable

Vegetable

Vegetable

Vegetable

Soft and pleasant to touch

Firm and unctuous grip

Firm and waxy

Firm and waxy

Firm and sleek

Soft

Without

Without

Vintage look

Waxed surface

Aniline with 2-tone-effect*

Semi aniline

UV protection

5%

5 %* / 10 %**

70 %

70 %

60 %

75 %

Breathable

95 %

95 %

40 %

40 %

60 %

40 %

Moisture protection

5%

5%

30 %

40 %

40 %

60 %

Compostable

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Rough grain

Sleek with neck wrinkles

Greased and waxed

Evenly waxed

Sleek

Rough grain

Rough

Sleek

Sleek

Sleek

Sleek

Rough

All

All

All

Little

Little to none

Little to none

Leather edging

Open

Open

Open

Open or finished

Leather edgin

32

34

36

Feel of the surface
Finish / color application

Surface
Back
Naturalal characteristics
Finishing of edges
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Can be found on page
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L
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26 und 28
*Saddle leather Naturalal
**Saddle leather colored

GO GREEN

30

*Sleek leather cognac

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices include 19% VAT

ORGANIC BUFFALO LEATHER
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Unique in the world: Our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with organic buffalo leather

Precious rarity of Naturale
(see page 14) Due to very limited availability of organic buffalos, these
leathers are not always deliverable right away.

PURE
AL
NATUR
GO GREEN

WEBSHOP

> Purely vegetable tanned

The principle of adequate animal housing excludes mass production of this leather. (Therefore, each of our covers made of

> Compostable

real, organic buffalo leather is not only unique, but also a rare gift from Naturale.) That is why it is possible that on occasion we

> Naturalal colors

might not be able to meet all customer’s orders immediately. But patience will pay off for sure.

> Without color application

Organic buffalo Naturalal

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Organic buffalo cognac

Organic buffalo black-brown

By using Naturalal pigments, we make sure that our leather is compostable.
It can result in a slightly reduced light fastness.

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Price

Steel black / white / clear coat

1.765 €

Stainless steel brushed

1.850 €

Stainless steel black

1.935 €

Steel chromed

1.910 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

1.910 €

Organic buffalo black

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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According to existing standards, the material is purely vegetable tanned in Germany. Our tanner only uses Naturalal
colors. We use the leather’s full substance with a thickness of about 3.5 to 4.5 millimeters because accurate material
usage is important to us. Our organic buffalo leather is unique in regards of its distinctive appearance and feel of the
surface. Perceptible, rough grain and visible pores give it its special and traditional look. At the same time, the durable
material provides pleasantly soft seating comfort. Overall, it creates a very lovely contrast between the delicate looking
BUTTERFLY frame and the leather’s rustic look.

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

745 €

620 €

Stainless steel brushed

790 €

655 €

Stainless steel black

840 €

690 €

Steel chromed

820 €

685 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

820 €

685 €

Footrest

Stool

Whether in warm cognac, dark brown or black – our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with buffalo leather stands for
a perfect combination of timeless design, convincing durability and real sustainability. It can be combined with
six different types of frames.
Put your design classic together, according to your indiviual wishes.

Organic buffalo Naturalal

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Organic buffalo cognac

Organic buffalo black-brown

By using Naturalal pigments, we make sure that our leather is compostable.
It can result in a slightly reduced light fastness.

Organic buffalo black

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.

SADDLE LEATHER NaturalAL

PURE
AL
NATUR
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As originally intended: Our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with real saddle leather.
WEBSHOP

> Vegetable tanned

Everyone, who had the opportunity to admire the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR at the Museum of Modern Art in

> Greased

New York, knows: Its inventors Antonio Bonet, Juan Kurchan and Jorge Ferrari Hardoy chose saddle leather to

> Minimal UV protection

display their legendary design perfectly. They had a reason. Every HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with real saddle

> Developed patina

leather is unique by Naturale. In order to maintain the unique structure and beauty of this leather, we do not use
artifical additives. It is only treated with hot wax. Visible neck wrinkles or Naturalal and dark spots on the skin
are no criterion for exclusion – they are individual marks that life left on those animals.

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Price

Steel black / white / clear coat

1.430 €

Stainless steel brushed

1.530 €

Stainless steel black

1.600 €

Steel chromed

1.575 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

1.575 €

Saddle leather
after some time
Saddle leather Naturalal

Leather darkens >
Saddle leather new
Real saddle leather is unique by Naturale. In order to maintain the unique structure and beauty of this leather, we do not use artifical additives or preservation
methods. As a Naturalal product, our leather interacts with its environment: It
darkens because of light and moisture. Over time it gives every piece of furniture
its individual look. This way a Naturalal, unique item becomes a personal companion
with distinctive marks that life leaves.

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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As a Naturalal product, our leather interacts with its environment: It darkens because of light and moisture.
Also the usage gives the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR its very unique patina. This process can especially be
observed on saddle leather Naturalal. This way every Naturalal, unique item becomes a personal companion –
with unique stories of your life. This product by MANUFAKTURPLUS is also hand-made. The whole production
process is subjected to our thorough quality control.

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

605 €

500 €

Stainless steel brushed

645 €

535 €

Stainless steel black

695 €

575 €

Steel chromed

680 €

565 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

680 €

565 €

Footrest

Stool

Saddle leather Naturalal

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.

SADDLE LEATHER COLORED
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Our design classic with colored saddle leather and pleasantly soft surface
WEBSHOP

> Vegetable tanned

We also offer the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with a colored saddle leather cover in “cognac“, “ brown“ and

> Naturalal, refined

“black“. In contrary to the saddle leather Naturalal, the color is added to the tanning drum during the second

> Pronounced wrinkles/

tanning process (retanning). The milling of the leather, that follows, simulates usage and cause a more promi-

Naturalal characteristics

nent skin texture. Furthermore, the leather – in contrary to the saddle leather Naturalal – becomes noticeably
softer.

Saddle leather cognac

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Saddle leather brown

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Price

Steel black / white / clear coat

1.430 €

Stainless steel brushed

1.530 €

Stainless steel black

1.600 €

Steel chromed

1.575 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

1.575 €

Saddle leather black

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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GO GREEN

Due to its visible neck wrinkles, the colored saddle leather used for the cover of our HARDOY BUTTERFLY
CHAIR looks very Naturalal and is pleasing to the eye. With its pleasantly soft surface, the design classic
invites you once more to sit down for a while. This product by MANUFAKTURPLUS is also hand-made. The
whole production process is subjected to our thorough quality control.
Discover our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with colored saddle leather!

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

605 €

500 €

Stainless steel brushed

645 €

535 €

Stainless steel black

695 €

575 €

Steel chromed

680 €

565 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

680 €

565 €

Footrest

Saddle leather cognac

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Saddle leather brown

Stool

Saddle leather black

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.

VINTAGE LEATHER
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Echtes Vintage-Leder verleiht dem HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR seinen besonderen Charakter.
WEBSHOP

> Vegetable tanned

Our vintage leather is high-quality material that undergoes several processing steps. The skin derives from free-

> Vintage look

living cattle and in addition to vegetable tanning, it receives a coat of protective wax. Before that, the surface of the

> Greased and waxed

material is slightly grinded to enable wax application and to achieve the vintage look. The result is vivid material

> Color deviations up to 20%

which can have color deviations of about 20%.

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Price

Steel black / white / clear coat

1.345 €

Stainless steel brushed

1.445 €

Stainless steel black

1.515 €

Steel chromed

1.490 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

1.490 €

Vintage

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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Because of its open surface it is not very resistant to scratches and stains, but its vintage look is currently
very popular, and this type of leather provides easy handling. The slighty scaly leather develops a bit of a rough
feel to the surface which fits to the leather’s vivid look. With every new sign of usage, the leather’s interesting
character increases. To emphasize the desired used-look even more, we do not finish the edging of our vintage
leather. We at MANUFAKTURPLUS take much pleasure in reviving the design classic from 1938 with adequate,
high-quality material. In regards of our vintage leather we achieved a combination that connects high quality
and a characterful look with a respectful tribute to the design classic. This product by MANUFAKTURPLUS is

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

580 €

485 €

Stainless steel brushed

625 €

520 €

Stainless steel black

675 €

555 €

Steel chromed

660 €

550 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

660 €

550 €

Footrest

Stool

also hand-made. The whole production process is subjected to our thorough quality control.
The HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with vintage leather will become your charismatic companion!

Vintage

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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Naturalally classic: Our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with real Naturale leather.
WEBSHOP

> Vegetable tanned

By using Naturale leather we developed a high-quality cover for our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR that – inspired

> Even, waxed surface

by our vintage leather – is finished more evenly. Therefore, it provides a homogeneous surface, but without losing

> Unfinished edges

its lovely Naturalalness. There is also a pleasantly soft feel of the surface. Like most of our leathers, it is purely
vegetable tanned. We do not finish the edges of the Naturale leather, which gives the cover a slightly rustic look.
The leather’s waxed surface can show some slight signs of usage after a while, which makes for a vivid look of the
leather.

Naturale mud-colored

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Naturale light brown

Naturale cognac

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Price

Steel black / white / clear coat

1.165 €

Stainless steel brushed

1.265 €

Stainless steel black

1.335 €

Steel chromed

1.310 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

1.310 €

Naturale maroon

Naturale black

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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Despite its Naturalalness, the Naturale leather looks very even. Due to its waxed surface, the material develops
a discreet shine that at the same time makes for a classic look. That is why the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR
with Naturale leather is a popular eye-catcher in living rooms or studies. This product by MANUFAKTURPLUS is
also hand-made. The whole production process is subjected to our thorough quality control.
Discover our Naturalal classic: The HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with Naturale leather!

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

555 €

465 €

Stainless steel brushed

600 €

500 €

Stainless steel black

650 €

535 €

Steel chromed

635 €

530 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

635 €

530 €

Footrest

Naturale mud-colored

Naturale light brown

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Naturale cognac

Stool

Naturale maroon

Naturale black

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.

SLEEK LEATHER
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A lifetime by your side: Our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with a cover made of real sleek leather.

Moma Version

WEBSHOP

> Vegetable tanned

A cover made of real sleek leather is the right choice for everyone who wishes for a homogeneous look and feel

> Light color application

of the surface when it comes to their HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR. On the one hand the leather is predominantly

> Predominantly sleek

sleek and firm, but on the other hand its surface structure is further accentuated by a light aniline finish. The

surface

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with sleek leather is available in five different colors. We turned special attention to
the leather in the color “cognac“: In the course of the production process it receives a 2-tone-effect which gives
it attractive vividness. The good moisture absorption remains.

Sleek leather cognac

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Sleek leather maroon

Sleek leather brown

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Price

Steel black / white / clear coat

1.220 €

Stainless steel brushed

1.320 €

Stainless steel black

1.390 €

Steel chromed

1.365 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

1.365 €

Sleek leather black

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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With our sleek leather you get a reliable companion for life. The resilient material forgives a lot, but never
forgets either: Usually scars, scratches and stains form a lifelong bond with the leather surface as well and
influence the chair‘s individual look over time. So for instance, the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with sleek
leather memorizes the relaxed evening that you spent together with a good book and excellent wine. This
product by MANUFAKTURPLUS is also hand-made. The whole production process is subjected to our thorough
quality control.

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

555 €

465 €

Stainless steel brushed

600 €

500 €

Stainless steel black

697 €

575 €

Steel chromed

635 €

530 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

635 €

530 €

Footrest

Stool

Sleek leather brown

Sleek leather black

Enjoy your very private moments in your HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with sleek leather!

Sleek leather cognac

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Sleek leather maroon

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.

NECK LEATHER
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Distinctive rough grain and the very soft feel of the surface characterize our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with Neck leather.
WEBSHOP

> Rough, soft grain

The Neck leather used for the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR has a different structure than the original animal skin:

> Easy to maintain

Even and structured areas mix up. Especially the rough grain creates a nice feel of the surface and gives the cover
its distinctive look. Of course, also in this case accurate material usage is important to us. Therefore, we use the
Neck leather’s full substance of 4 to 6 millimeters and achieve high bearing capacity.

Neck leather ivory

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Neck leather coffee

Neck leather brown

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Price

Steel black / white / clear coat

970 €

Stainless steel brushed

1070 €

Stainless steel black

1135 €

Steel chromed

1110 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

1110 €

Neck leather blue

Neck leather black

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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The light color application provides good protection against UV light or dirt. At the same time it allows uncomplicated maintenance of the cover. The regulation of Naturalal moisture during usage is ensured by the semi aniline finish. The leather’s rough surface is an interesting contrast to the frame’s even surface which is available
in four different materials and freely combinable. No matter which color you choose – the HARDOY BUTTERFLY
CHAIR with Neck leather is not only a treat for every design lover because of its lovely look, but stands for real
seating comfort due to its very soft leather. This product by MANUFAKTURPLUS is also hand-made. The whole
production process is subjected to our thorough quality control.

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

505 €

420 €

Stainless steel brushed

550 €

450 €

Stainless steel black

600 €

490 €

Steel chromed

580 €

480 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

580 €

480 €

Footrest

Stool

Neck leather brown

Neck leather blue

Choose the softest seating comfort a HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR can provide!

Neck leather ivory

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Neck leather coffee

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.

LODEN BY STEINER 1888
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The sturdy and traditional version: Our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with loden.
WEBSHOP

> 100% new wool

In collaboration with Steiner 1888, MANUFAKTURPLUS presents the original HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR. The lo-

> Up to 120,000 cycles

den is produced by family Steiner in Schladming, at the foot of the Dachstein massif. Steiner only purchases wool

Martindale*

locally. Whether mountain sheep and merino, alpaca, angora rabbit or cashmere goat: Wool is a 100% Naturalal

> Finished on additional

product with unbeatable advantages. In contrary to synthetic fibers, it is breathable and regulates moisture.

leather
> Material weight 750 g/m²

Grey

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Dachsteiner

Schladminger

Steel black / white / clear coat

1.220 €

1.430 €

Stainless steel brushed

1.320 €

1.530 €

Stainless steel black

1.390 €

1.600 €

Steel chromed

1.365 €

1.575 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

1.365 €

1.575 €

Dachsteiner with 75,000 cycles Martindale*
Schladminger with 120,000 cycles Martindale*

Naturalal

Red**

*The term “cycles Martindale“ describes the material’s resistance to
abrasion. The higher the value, the more it resists.

Green**

**Only Dachsteiner

Anthracite**

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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Dachsteiner

Footrest

Stool

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

555 €

465 €

605 €

500 €

Stainless steel brushed

600 €

500 €

645 €

535 €

Stainless steel black

697 €

575 €

695 €

575 €

Steel chromed

635 €

530 €

680 €

565 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

635 €

530 €

680 €

565 €

Stool

Footrest

Grey

Naturalal

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Schladminger

Red**

*The term “cycles Martindale“ describes the material’s resistance to
abrasion. The higher the value, the more it resists.

Green**

**Only Dachsteiner

Anthracite**

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.

COWSKIN
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Unique cowskin adhered to additional leather.
WEBSHOP

> Every cover is a
unique piece
> Tanned without
damaging hair

At this point we can only display our broad range of cowskin exemplarily. The Naturalal, high-quality material impresses with its unique pattern because one thing is for sure: Every cover is a unique piece, also visually. We attach
the cowskin to additional leather with high rigidity and a thickness of about 2.2 millimeters so that you can enjoy
your classic for a long time.

> Finished on
additional leather

Back and white

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Salt & Pepper

Brown and white

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Preis

Steel black / white / clear coat

1.195 €

Stainless steel brushed

1.295 €

Stainless steel black

1.365 €

Steel chromed

1.340 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

1.340 €

Multicolor

Brown

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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As an all-Naturalal product, our cowskin interacts with its environment. Usage will change the direction of the
cow hair. This will give the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR its individual look over time. You will be able to enjoy
the Naturalal hair for a long time if you avoid extreme and punctual mechanical stress. This product by
MANUFAKTURPLUS is also hand-made. The whole production process is subjected to our thorough quality
control.

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

555 €

465 €

Stainless steel brushed

600 €

500 €

Stainless steel black

697 €

575 €

Steel chromed

635 €

530 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

635 €

530 €

Footrest

Choose the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with cowskin and tell your story!

Back and white

Salt & Pepper

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Brown and white

Stool

Multicolor

Brown

www.manufakturplus.de
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SHEEPSKIN
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The fluffy version: Our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with sheepskin.
WEBSHOP

> Every cover is a
unique piece
> Tanned without
damaging hair

Our sheepskin provides memorable seating comfort. The Naturalal, high-quality material impresses with its pleasant
and soft surface. Everyone, who sits down, will not want to get up again so quickly. We attach the sheepskin to
additional leather with high rigidity and a thickness of about 2.2 millimeters so that you can enjoy your classic for a
long time.

> Finished on additional
leather

Sheepskin white - 30 mm

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Sheepskin white - 50 mm

German heath white - 120 mm

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

50 mm

30 & 120 mm

Steel black / white / clear coat

1.195 €

1.430 €

Stainless steel brushed

1.295 €

1.530 €

Stainless steel black

1.365 €

1.600 €

Steel chromed

1.340 €

1.575 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

1.340 €

1.575 €

German heath black - 120 mm

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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50 mm

As an all-Naturalal product, the sustainably produced sheepskin interacts with its environment as well. Usage
will alter the sheepskin. This will give the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR a very individual look over time. You will
be able to enjoy the Naturalal hair for a long time if you gently straighten it up regularly. Intense mechanical
stress should be avoided in this case. This product by MANUFAKTURPLUS is also hand-made. The whole
production process is subjected to our thorough quality control.

Sheepskin white - 30 mm

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Sheepskin white - 50 mm

30 & 120 mm

Footrest

Stool

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

555 €

465 €

605 €

500 €

Stainless steel brushed

600 €

500 €

645 €

535 €

Stainless steel black

697 €

575 €

695 €

575 €

Steel chromed

635 €

530 €

680 €

565 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

635 €

530 €

680 €

565 €

Footrest

Stool

German heath white - 120 mm

German heath black - 120 mm

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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AT A GLANCE: OUR FABRIC COVERS FOR THE HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR
With this summary of our fabrics and their characteristics you will find the fitting cover for your HARDOY BUTTERFY CHAIR.

LINEN
Material

PURE COTTON

COTTON

AcrylicIC

BATYLINE

100% linen

100 % cotton

100 % cotton

100 % Acrylicic

PES PVC coated

Water-absorbing

Water-absorbing

Water-repellent

Water-repellent

Permeable to water

Without

Without

Intense finish

Intense finish

Without

30°C hand wash

30°C hand wash

Chemical cleaning recommended

Chemical cleaning recommended

With mild soapsuds

Suitable for open-air use

Limited

Limited

100 %

100 %

100 %

UV resistance

Darkens

Darkens

Depends on color

Highly UV resistant

Highly UV resistant

560 g/m²

650 g/m²

530 g/m²

480 g/m²

500 g/m²

46

48

50

52

Reaction to moisture
Finish
Possible cleaning

Material weight

PURE
L
NATURA

PURE
L
NATURA

GO GREEN

Can be found on page

GO GREEN

44

www.manufakturplus.de
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The design classic‘s most casual version: Our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR made of linen.
WEBSHOP

> Material cover: 100% linen

Made from pure Naturalal fibers of the flax plant, linen has a long tradition as a multi-functional fabric. Also

> Material weight: 560 g/m²

today the renewable resource is still very popular. For us at MANUFAKTURPLUS the versatile, Naturalal product

> Manufactured with leather

literally imposed itself on us. Especially the specific properties of linen, like its high air permeability for example,

flaps

are very convincing to us.

> Impregnated

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Preis

Steel black / white / clear coat

505 €

Stainless steel brushed

610 €

Stainless steel black

675 €

Steel chromed

650 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

650 €

Linen

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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Especially in summer our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with linen is a pleasant seating accommodation. We loved to
rediscover this material for our design classic. Besides its many advantages in regards of function, visual aspects
make linen a perfect partner for the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR: For example, round leather flaps, which increase
the stability of the linen chair cover at four spots, add a nice touch. Linen is a narural product and consequently,
folds are completely Naturalal and even characteristic. Especially these Naturalal signs of usage give the HARDOY
BUTTERFLY CHAIR with linen its lovely, laid-back look. This product by MANUFAKTURPLUS is also hand-made. The
whole production process is subjected to our thorough quality control.

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

295 €

245 €

Stainless steel brushed

340 €

280 €

Stainless steel black

390 €

320 €

Steel chromed

370 €

310 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

370 €

310 €

Footrest

Stool

www.manufakturplus.de
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100% pure cotton draws discreet attention to the design classic.
WEBSHOP

> Cover: 100% pure cotton

Puristic elegance and clear commitment to pure Naturale inspired us to develop the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

> Weight approx. 560 g/m²

with a cover made of pure cotton / canvas. For a long time we have searched for a material without any chemical

> Free of artifical colors and

additives and surface treatments that draws discreet attention to our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR. We found it in

preservatives

studios in 2017: A lot of artists use pure cotton canvas as a Naturalal ground for their paintings.

> Hand wash up to 30°C

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Preis

Steel black / white / clear coat

505 €

Stainless steel brushed

610 €

Stainless steel black

675 €

Steel chromed

650 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

650 €

Pure Cotton

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

www.manufakturplus.de
Price list effective from May 1, 2017; all prices exclude VAT.
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It consists of 100% pure cotton. Hence, the Naturalal cover is very skin-friendly. The quite high grammage of
560 g/m² and distinct woven structure give the cover a pleasantly firm grip. At the same time the fabric remains
soft and provides seating comfort for relaxation. Like no other, the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with pure cotton
canvas foregrounds our classic’s unique design and highlights its sculptural elegance. For example, the model with
cotton canvas seamlessly intertwines with the popular Scandinavian minimalism and its reference to Naturalal
materials, everyday functionality and organic design. This product by MANUFAKTURPLUS is also hand-made. The
whole production process is subjected to our thorough quality control.

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

295 €

245 €

Stainless steel brushed

340 €

280 €

Stainless steel black

390 €

320 €

Steel chromed

370 €

310 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

370 €

310 €

Footrest

Stool

Complete your interior design with the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR made of pure cotton canvas!

Pure Cotton

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

www.manufakturplus.de
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Our design classic made of 100 % cotton.
WEBSHOP

> Cover: 100% cotton

Cotton is one of the most versatile fabrics with numerous characteristics which go well with our HARDOY

> Weight approx. 530 g/m²

BUTTERFLY CHAIR. Our cover made of 100% cotton has a firm grip, is slightly structured and guarantees good

> Moisture repellent finish

load capacity as well as seating comfort. Similar to our models with Acrylicic, you can use our covers made

> Chemical cleaning

of 100% cotton regardless of wind and weather conditions. The cover has a moisture repellent finish. This

recommended

protection can decline over time, especially due to usage and cleanings. We recommend not to leave the cover
ouside permanently because water cannot drain off.

Naturalal white

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Orange

Olivee

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Preis

Steel black / white / clear coat

465 €

Stainless steel brushed

565 €

Stainless steel black

675 €

Steel chromed

610 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

610 €

Black

www.manufakturplus.de
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In case you want change, our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR turns out to be very versatile: You can exchange the
cover quickly and easily by yourself because the cover can be easily tucked into the four flaps. This product by
MANUFAKTURPLUS is also hand-made. The whole production process is subjected to our thorough quality control.
Choose the perfect color for your HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with cotton!

Naturalal white

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Orange

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

270 €

225 €

Stainless steel brushed

315 €

260 €

Stainless steel black

365 €

295 €

Steel chromed

345 €

290 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

345 €

290 €

Footrest

Stool

Olivee

Black

www.manufakturplus.de
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Suitable for open-air use: Our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with Acrylicic.
WEBSHOP

> Weight approx. 380 g/m²

With the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with Acrylicic we offer a water repellent cover which is not less smooth

> Finished

or comfortable than cotton material. In contrary to the mesh cover of the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with the

> High light fastness

outdoor fabric Batyline®, the HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with Acrylicic has a cottony woven structure. Due to

> Water repellent

its premium finish it is water repellent and UV resistant. Cleaning of the cover is also possible: We recommend

> Chemical cleaning

chemical cleaning.

recommened

White

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Naturalal white

Yellow

Red

HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR

Chair

Steel black / white / clear coat

465 €

Stainless steel brushed

565 €

Stainless steel black

675 €

Steel chromed

610 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

610 €

Grey

Black

www.manufakturplus.de
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The HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR is available in six different colors. No matter which color you choose, you
will know the true promise of a laid-back design which you can also enjoy in the outdoor area. This product by
MANUFAKTURPLUS is also hand-made. The whole production process is subjected to our thorough quality control.
Combine open-air functionality, classy design and comfortable, cozy seating: The HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR with
Acrylicic!

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

270 €

225 €

Stainless steel brushed

315 €

260 €

Stainless steel black

365 €

295 €

Steel chromed

345 €

290 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

345 €

290 €

Footrest

White

Naturalal white

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Yellow

Red

Stool

Grey

Black

www.manufakturplus.de
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OUTDOOR FABRIC BATYLINE®
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Our innovation is weatherproof: Our design classic for outdoors.

> Permeable to water

We at MANUFAKTURPLUS want you to be able to enjoy our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR outside

> UV resistant

as well. Therefore, we searched for a material that is weatherproof and does justice to the

> Oeko-Tex certified

design classic in regards of quality and significance. The outdoor fabric Batyline® by Serge

> Edging in black, white,

Ferrari unites all these characteristics: It is permeable to water up to 20% and that is why it can

yellow and red possible

withstand summer rain, dries quickly and is protected against solar radiation. Another advantage
is the uncomplicated cleaning of the material: Annoying dirt like pollen for example can be

Chair

Footrest

Stool

Steel black / white / clear coat

505 €

295 €

245 €

Stainless steel brushed

610 €

340 €

280 €

Stainless steel black

675 €

390 €

320 €

Steel chromed

650 €

370 €

310 €

Steel hot-dip galvanized

650 €

370 €

310 €

removed quickly and easily with a wet cloth.

NOT AVAILABLE
Alternatives for outdoor use: Cotton, Pure Cotton & Acrylic
Hardoy 5003

Prices are for the entire chair with cover and frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Footrest
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5001

5029

5017

50417

5349

5374

5364

5352

5018

5380

5376

5014

5379

50070

5015

5375

NOT AVAILABLE
Alternatives for outdoor use: Cotton, Pure Cotton & Acrylic

5367

Prices are for the entire piece of furniture with cover and frame.
Footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

5048

FR-5001*

*Flame retardant
B1 DIN 4102-1

FR-5260*

Light-resistant
(all colors)

FR-5014*

FR-5266*

5378

5013

5012

5336

5363

5347

5066

5023

FR-5015*

FR-5005*
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SINGLE COMPONENTS – CHAIR COVERS
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Cover as a single component

Chair

Footrest

Stool

Bio buffalo leather

1.750 €

675 €

560 €

Saddle leather Naturalal / saddle leather
colored

1.350 €

505 €

420 €

Vintage leather

1.250 €

480 €

400 €

Naturale leather

1.035 €

450 €

375 €

Sleek leather

1.100 €

450 €

375 €

Neck leather

800 €

390 €

320 €

1.350 €

505 €

420 €

Loden (Schladminger) by Steiner
Loden (Dachsteiner) by Steiner

1.100 €

450 €

375 €

Cowskin

1.070 €

450 €

375 €

Sheepskin (50 mm)

1.070 €

450 €

375 €

Sheepskin (30 & 120 mm)

1.350 €

505 €

420 €

Linen

250 €

140 €

115 €

Pure Cotton / Canvas

250 €

140 €

115 €

Cotton

200 €

110 €

90 €

Acrylicic

200 €

110 €

90 €

Bio buffalo leather

Saddle leather

Vintage leather

Naturale leather

Sleek leather

Neck leather

Loden

Cowskin

Sheepskin

Linen

Pure cotton

Cotton

Acrylicic

Batyline

Prices are for one cover.
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SINGLE COMPONENTS – FRAMES
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Frame as a single component

Use

Chair

Footrest

Stool

Steel black

Indoor & Outdoor

350 €

210 €

175 €

Steel white

Indoor & Outdoor

350 €

210 €

175 €

Steel clear coat

Indoor & Outdoor

350 €

210 €

175 €

Stainless steel brushed

Indoor & Outdoor

470 €

260 €

215 €

Stainless steel black

Indoor & Outdoor

550 €

320 €

260 €

Indoor

520 €

300 €

250 €

Indoor & Outdoor

520 €

300 €

250 €

Steel chromed
Steel hot-dip galvanized

Steel black

Steel white

Steel clear coat

Stainless steel brushed

Prices are for one frame.
Chair: approx. 84x74x89x37 cm (WxDxHxSH), footrest: 60x48x47x47 cm, stool: approx. 43x43x48x38 cm (WxDxHxSH)

Stainless steel black

Steel chromed

Steel hot-dip galvanized
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ACCESSORIES - HARDOY GLIDES
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In order to protect your floor, we attach almost invisible plastic glides to every HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR. Depending on the frame’s color, we use black or transparent glides. We also offer an
alternative in felt to protect sensitive floors. These glides are a bit bigger and ensure usage without
leaving any marks on the floor.

Plastic glides black

Plastic glides transparent

Single components

Price

4 x plastic glides black

3,50 €

4 x plastic glides transparent

3,50 €

4x felt glides

11,00 €

Felt glides
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Linen Naturalal with leather flaps on a hot-dip galvanized frame

CLEANING RECOMMENDATIONS
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AT A GLANCE

LEATHER CARE IS INDIVIDUAL

HOW TO MAINTAIN YOUR HARDOY CHAIR

1 Protect your leather from direct sunlight because UV light

You want to maintain a nice leather product for as long

Our HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR is a piece of furniture with

as possible. For example, expensive leather gloves should

high quality standards. Our leathers are hand-crafted in

be treated with shoe polish right from the beginning for

Germany. Every chair cover is a unique piece which stands

protection purposes and to maintain the shine. But if you

for hard work and passion. Of course, you want to keep

apply shoe polish to leather furniture, you will ruin all clo-

your cover in a good condition for as long as possible. It is

thes and the furniture itself.

not as complex as you might think.

Every leather has completely different needs. Some

Generally, the cover does not need maintenance in the first

leathers should be protected against mechanical

years. Regular dusting with a soft cotton cloth is enough.

abrasion and others need deeper lubrication to maintain

We use the leather’s full substance. This means the leather

the softness. And then still others can be given a new,

is not split, compared to most furniture covers for example.

fresh shine with the proper polish. We gladly assist in

Therefore, even mechanical damages like scratches are

choosing the right maintenance product for your HARDOY

only signs of usage.

dries it out too much.
2 Your HARDOY BUTTERFLY CHAIR does not need extra
maintenance the first years.
3 Surface dirt can be gently removed with a soft cloth and
a bit of distilled water.
4 Tenacious dirt (like e.g. red wine) should be removed as
quickly as possible.
5 Use the proper maintenance product for cleaning. Avoid
rubbing the same spot and do not use cleansing agents
with solvents and abrasive particles.
6 In case the leather feels dry, it can be reconditioned with
the proper maintenance product.
7 Discolorations caused by clothes can also be removed
with a maintenance product. Always test the product in
an inconspicuous area first.
8 Darkened or faded leather through environmental influences like light or moisture is normal for a Naturalal
product.
9 Mechanical damages (e.g. scratches in the leather) can be
reduced with a proper maintenance product.
10 Contact us in case of questions regarding maintenance:
info@manufakturplus.de or +49 (0) 9562 579171

BUTTERFLY CHAIR.
Most of our leathers change their color over time. This
process is completely normal and is proof of the product’s
high Naturalalness. For example, especially saddle leather
Naturalal darkens a lot because the surface is only waxed.
But also other leathers can darken or fade over time.
Regular and intensive UV radiation (direct sunlight) can
speed up this process. In case your HARDOY BUTTERFLY
CHAIR is so dirty that light rubbing with a soft cloth is not
enough, then the proper maintenance product will help
you.
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KERALUX® CARE LOTION V

KERALUX CLEANING KIT ACTIVE PLUS

INOXAN STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER

Suitable for all leathers

For Neck leather ivory

For all metal surfaces

The Keralux Cleaning Kit Active Plus contains everything

Dust, finger prints as well as light, oily dirt and limescale can

for a good cleaning of your HARDOY with Neck leather in

be removed from our stainless steel frame with the INOXAN

ivory. It is especially good for discolorations caused by

Stainless Steel Cleaner. Its application is easy and leaves a

denim or chocolate and shoe polish stains. You can also use

dry and light protective film. It prevents new finger prints

it for oily dirt like ice cream, cooking oil and sunscreen.

and dirt.

The LCK Care Lotion A protects and maintains all types of
leather and gives them a pleasant vintage effect. The lotion
moisturizes the leather and replenishes it optimally, which
gives the leather a nice grip again. In addition to that, the
light wax film is renewed.
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52

50

Acrylicic
White
38

54

Cotton
Pure white
46

Loden
Natural
40

28

32

Nature
Maron

Sleek leather
Maron finished

Acrylic
Grey

Sleek leather
Maron unfinished

Loden
Black

Saddle leather
Brown

Nature
Black

Neck leather
Blue

Organic buffalo
Black

Sleek leather
Brown unfinished

Neck leather
Black

Saddle leather
Black

Cotton
Olive

Neck leather
Brown

Organic buffalo
Brown
40

Organic buffalo
Black-brown
50

Sleek leather
Black unfinished

Cowskin
Brown-white
24

24

34

Sleek leather
Black finished

Nature
Cognac

Neck leather
Coffee

Sleek leather
Brown finished

Organic buffalo
Naturalal
40

50

36

34

German heath 20 mm
White

Saddle leather
Natural

Sleek leather
Vintage

24

32

36

34

28

Sheepskin 30 mm
White

Cowskin
Salt & Pepper

Nature
Light-brown

42

26

34

34

36

Sheepskin 50 mm
White

Loden
Blue

Sleek leather
Cognac unfinished

42

40

32

36

24

Pure Cotton
Naturalal

Nature
Mud-colored

Sleek leather
Cognac finished

42

38

34

26

32

Acrylicic
Naturalal

Cowskin
Black-white

Organic buffalo
Cognac

48

32

34

34

38

Neck leather
Ivory

Dachsteiner Loden
Natural

Saddle leather
Cognac

52

40

24

34

52

Outdoor
White
38

Linen
Natural

Cowskin
Multicolor

36

Cowskin
Brown
42

Cotton
Black

German heath 120 mm
Black

Manufakturplus GmbH

+49 9562 - 57 91 71

Werkstrasse 1

+49 9562 - 57 91 72

96279 Weidhausen

info@manufakturplus.de

www.manufakturplus.de
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